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Setting the PrIME Cookie Notice for your website

• Login to PrIME at https://dpms.thyssenkrupp.com/

• Account is 8-ID based, no other login is needed

• If you cannot access page, Register for PrIME here 
https://compliance.thyssenkrupp.com/dp/cookie-consent-
generator

Navigate to the website section and select your Segment

Register for PrIME here https://compliance.thyssenkrupp.com/dp/cookie-consent-generator

https://dpms.thyssenkrupp.com/
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Create a new processing activity

All elements in PrIME are linked to a processing activity. To 

create a cookie banner for your website, copy and paste the 

template for the cookie notice.

Make sure you are selecting all elements for the copy.

The information on your website need to be filled in on these 

tabs in the copied processing activities:

 Description

 Responsibility

 Statements
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Description Tab

Information required:

2. Name of your website and domain

Activate Banner

3. Current State 

4. Select “Active Operation”
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Responsibility Tab

Information required:

6. List the DPO of your

company

You can taggle the

autocomplete by clicking

on he magnifying glass

6. List company details
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Statements Tab

To add a new cookie banner, 

follow steps from 8 to 11
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Cookie Statement settings (1)

After Adding the Cookie Statement, the 

Cookie Statement window will appear 

“Domain” Tab

13. Write your website Name and Domain 

Name 

Be careful when including subdomains, 

a scan can take a lot of time for large 

domains with a multitude of 

subdomains 

14. Activate a Monthly scan

15. Start the scan of the current cookies on 

your website. 

You can complete the set-up of the 

notice without waiting for the scan to 

finish
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Cookie Statement settings (2)

“Settings” Tab

16. Fill & Click all required field as shown

17. Add additional languages to match with 

website languages

Please note: the displayed language on the 

live site depends on the browser language

18. By clicking on “Publish” the ID of this banner 

is created 

19. Copy the “PrIME cookie ID” to include it in the 

UCP CMS
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Cookie Statement settings (3)

“Cookie Consent” Tab

20. After the scan is completed, the

identified cookies will appear in the

list. 

21. Most of the standard cookies will be

automatically categorized. 

Uncategorized cookies will not be

shown on the live website until a 

catgorization is made.

22. Each cookie can be updated or

allocated to a category

23. You can change the texts displayed 

in the cookie notice as well as the 

description of each ccokie. Please do 

not forget to check any additional 

languages

24. The live Banner is updated by  

clicking on “Publish”
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UCP Website Settings

Cookie list module

26. To add the automated cookie list to your legal 

notes page, select the Prime cookie policy

module on the page. Select Both 

Declarations and Save 

Please note: in the backend the module will 

appear empty.
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Global Settings

Open the General menu and move to the

modules for each page section

25. In the cookie disclaimer module select Prime 

as cookie source and add the PrIME ID
26


